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Dynamic Control of Radiative
Surface Properties With
Origami-Inspired Design
Thermal management systems for space equipment commonly use static solutions that do
not adapt to environmental changes. Dynamic control of radiative surface properties is
one way to respond to environmental changes and to increase the capabilities of spacecraft thermal management systems. This paper documents an investigation of the extent
to which origami-inspired surfaces may be used to control the apparent absorptivity of a
reflective material. Models relating the apparent absorptivity of a radiation shield to
time-dependent surface temperatures are presented. Results show that the apparent
absorptivity increases with increasing fold density and indicate that origami-inspired
designs may be used to control the apparent radiative properties of surfaces in thermal
management systems. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4031749]
Keywords: dynamic radiative properties, origami, absorption, V-groove, cavity effect,
heat transfer

Introduction
Dynamic control of radiative surface properties is highly desirable when designing systems that operate in environments where
radiation is the dominant mode of heat transfer and radiative heat
loads vary significantly. Such is the case for spacecraft in geosynchronous orbit or the exterior surfaces of terrestrial structures.
However, static, intrinsic radiative surface properties do not adapt to
changing thermal environments, which results in less-than-ideal operation for a significant fraction of a component’s lifetime. Dynamic
control of radiative surface properties would provide the ability to
adapt surface behavior to the changing radiative environment.
Variation in the radiative environment occurs in several terrestrial and extraterrestrial applications. As an illustration of adaptive
radiation control, consider a satellite in geosynchronous orbit [1].
Satellite surfaces often exhibit a radiative surface property spectral distribution ideal for minimizing the net rate of heat transfer
to a satellite when solar irradiation is present [2]. However, these
static surfaces transfer heat to deep space when the satellite is
shaded by the earth from the sun, cooling the satellite to unacceptable temperatures. Therefore, heaters must be used to prevent the
satellite temperature from decreasing to unacceptable levels
[3–5]. The ability to vary the radiative surface properties of these
radiators would allow optimized performance for varying conditions and potentially eliminate the need for heavy, powerconsuming thermal management solutions for spacecraft [5].
Additional applications that would benefit from dynamic surface
behavior include architectural exterior surfaces [6], cloaking of IR
signatures [7], and solar energy applications [8,9].
Various technologies have been investigated in order to vary
radiative surface properties [3,10,11]. Specifically, the use of surface coatings and thin films [12], electrowetting [13], and electrostatic actuation [14] has been explored. Louvers have also been
used for thermal control but macro versions are generally bulky
and not suitable for small satellites [4]. Electrochromic surfaces
are a promising technology that can vary their emissivity through
a wide range by application of a small voltage [15]. These devices, however, require time to adjust to changing environments and
exhibit wide fluctuation in their spectral emissivity [16].
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Thermochromic materials exhibit a change in emissivity with surface temperature. For these materials, no electrical or mechanical
actuation is required, however, the radiative surface properties are
entirely dependent on the surface temperature making it difficult
for use in thermal management [17]. Geometrical modifications
have also been considered, including the incorporation of microcolumn arrays to increase absorptive properties [18] and radiator
plates with specialized fractal geometries to increase emissive
properties [19].
One dynamic solution yet to be considered in the literature
involves the use of origami-inspired, dynamically variable, Vgroove cavities. Multiple reflections within a cavity lead to
increased apparent absorption and emission relative to a smooth
surface of the same material. Apparent absorptivity is the ratio of
irradiation absorbed by a surface to the irradiation incident on the
surface [20] and can differ from a surface’s intrinsic absorptivity
(absorptivity of a flat surface). This increase in apparent absorption and emission for high aspect ratio cavities has been termed
the cavity effect [21]. Several cavity geometries have been investigated to quantify the extent of the cavity effect on radiative
properties relative to a flat surface. Cylindrical, conical, spherical,
rectangular, and V-groove cavities are among the surface topographies that have been studied theoretically [21,22].
As an example of the cavity effect, consider the V-groove cavity shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a). As the angle (/) of the opening
decreases, the aspect ratio (L/D) increases and the apparent
absorptivity and emissivity values increase [20–22]. The apparent
radiative surface properties can approach those of a black surface
when the surface is comprised of high aspect ratio cavities, independent of the intrinsic surface properties. Highly reflective surfaces transition from flat-surface behavior to blacklike behavior at
small cavity angles, while the transition occurs over a wider range
of cavity angles for surfaces with lower intrinsic reflectivity.
Many origami-based structures are capable of utilizing the cavity effect. The Miura-ori [23] and even basic origami folds, such
as the accordion fold [24,25], may be used to create a surface topography comprised of V-groove cavities (see Fig. 1(b)). Origami
has been shown to be an effective approach to controlling the
motion of a compliant mechanism used for actuation and positioning [26,27] with possible space applications including deployable
solar arrays [28]. During deployment, origami structures transition
from a folded to an expanded surface. A change in surface topography of this nature enables dynamic control of the apparent radiative surface properties through the cavity effect.
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First, a thermal model for determining the apparent absorptivity
of a V-groove structure is presented. This model utilizes experimentally obtained temperatures and overall heat loss coefficients
to calculate the apparent absorptivity. The experimental procedures used to obtain the temperatures and heat loss coefficients
are described, and data are presented for a flat surface and folded
surfaces with five different cavity angles. The data are used in
conjunction with the thermal model to calculate the apparent
absorptivity for all six data sets. Calculated apparent absorptivities
for flat surfaces are compared with measurements obtained using
an emissometer. Calculated apparent absorptivities for an accordion fold geometry are compared with Sparrow’s V-groove analysis [20] in order to validate the experimental method.

Thermal Models
Consider a surface that is uniformly irradiated by a blackbody
source in quiescent air and isothermal surroundings. As illustrated
in Fig. 2, the irradiated portion of the surface loses heat to the surroundings by convection and radiation and to the nonirradiated
portion of the surface by conduction.
General Approach. Applying an energy balance for the system illustrated in Fig. 2 gives
aa GA ! ðqcond þ 2qrad þ 2qconv Þloss ¼ mC

Fig. 1 Surface origami structures with V-groove-like cavities
created from the folds. The inset illustrates the V-groove nomenclature and cavity angle, /.

Origami-inspired, cavity effect surfaces have the potential to
significantly affect thermal control when radiative heat transfer is
the dominant mechanism. Specifically, all possible apparent
absorptivity or emissivity values are obtainable between the material’s intrinsic value and unity. Further, the desired apparent
absorptivity or emissivity condition can be achieved rapidly.
Finally, surface degradation due to prolonged exposure may be
accommodated simply by changing the fold density, which would
extend the operating lifetime of a system. Active control of surface
properties by topography manipulation enables the flexibility
needed to respond to dynamic changes in the operating conditions.
The relationship between surface geometry and apparent
absorptivity for origami-inspired surfaces other than accordion
folds does not exist in the literature. The V-groove surface has
been studied analytically [20,29–32], allowing for the relationship
between fold angle and apparent absorptivity to be characterized
(see sample surface in Fig. 1(b)). However, this same research
cannot be used to characterize the Miura-ori fold [23], or other
tessellated surfaces that are not comprised of 2D topographies.
The objective of the work presented here is to demonstrate that
the total, apparent absorptivity of a V-groove, origami-inspired
surface can be controlled by varying its fold density and that
experimental techniques may be used to accurately quantify the
total, apparent absorptivity of a V-groove surface when irradiated
by collimated, blackbody radiation. V-groove surfaces are the
focus of this study because theoretical models are available for
comparison. However, the methods described enable the determination of apparent absorptivity for any origami-inspired surface.
As the variation in total apparent absorptivity with cavity angle is
the topic of interest, the spectral nature of the apparent absorptivity will not be pursued in this study.
032701-2 / Vol. 138, MARCH 2016

dT
dt

(1)

where aa is the apparent absorptivity, G is the irradiation,
m ¼ qAw is the mass in the control volume, and C is the specific
heat. Since the surface is thin and has a high thermal conductivity,
the illuminated portion of the surface is approximately isothermal.
Radiative heat exchange with the surroundings is represented as
shown in Eq. (2). Assuming an average convective heat transfer
coefficient (Eq. (3)) and modeling the conduction loss using a
shape factor (Eq. (4)), the heat loss terms may be grouped as
shown in Eq. (5).
4
2
' ¼ erA½TðtÞ þ T1 ' ( ½TðtÞ2 þ T1
' ( ½TðtÞ þ T1 '
qrad ¼ erA½TðtÞ4 ! T1

(2)

!
! T1 Þ
qconv ¼ hAðTðtÞ

(3)

qcond ¼ SkðTðtÞ ! T1 Þ

(4)

#
h
!
"i$
Sk
2
þ 2h! þ 2er ðT ðtÞ þ T1 Þ T ðtÞ2 þ T1
qloss ðtÞ ¼
A
) A½T ðtÞ ! T1 ' ¼ U ðtÞA ( hðtÞ

(5)

Here, U(t) is an overall heat transfer coefficient associated with
the losses and h(t) is the relative temperature difference between
the surface and the surroundings. Note that both the radiative and
convective heat transfer coefficients depend on the time-dependent
temperature; therefore, U(t) also varies nonlinearly with time and

Fig. 2 Schematic of the control volume and energy terms used
to model the relationship between the measured timedependent, surface temperatures, and the apparent absorptivity
of the surface
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temperature. For applications where convection may be neglected,
U(t) can easily be modified to reflect this assumption.
The overall heat transfer coefficient may be used to validate the
assumption that the temperature of the surface within the irradiated
control volume is isothermal. The Biot number (Bi ¼ USSLc/k) was
calculated using the steady-state, overall heat transfer coefficient
with Lc equal to the surface thickness. Determination of the steady
state, overall heat transfer coefficient is described in the following
section, Apparent Absorptivity. This resulted in Bi * 0.1, validating the lumped capacitance assumption for the thin metallic foils
used in this work.
The irradiated surface can be considered flat or folded (Fig. 2).
As the fold density increases, the cavity angle (/) decreases and
the mass of the surface within the control volume increases, for a
fixed control volume size. The dependence of mass in the control
volume on the cavity angle may be modeled using the ratio of volumes for a flat surface divided by that for a folded surface in the
same control volume (see Fig. 2). This ratio is provided in Eq. (6)
for the simple accordion fold. Each origami-inspired surface
geometry will yield different mass compensation factors
Vflat
Aflat
1
¼
¼
ð
Vfolded Afolded
sin /=2Þ

(6)

The volume ratio (mass compensation factor) is unity for a flat
surface and is greater than unity for folded surfaces, as expected.
Inclusion of this ratio with the mass term on the right side of
Eq. (1) accounts for the changing mass in the control volume for
nonflat surfaces.
To further simplify the general energy balance, the material properties and mass compensation factor were combined into a single
term, gð/Þ ¼ USS sinð/=2Þ=ðqwCÞ. The final, generalized expression for the scenario given in Fig. 2 is shown in the below equation
%
&
dh
gð/ÞU ðtÞ
aa ð/Þgð/ÞG
hðtÞ ¼
þ
(7)
dt
USS
USS
Apparent Absorptivity. Ultimately, it is desirable to obtain a
relationship between the apparent absorptivity of a folded surface
and the cavity angle of the surface. Consider the steady-state operation of an irradiated origami surface. For this condition, Eq. (7)
simplifies to
aa ð/Þ ¼

USS ð/ÞhSS ð/Þ
G

(8)

where hSS is the temperature difference between the surface and
surroundings at steady-state. In order to calculate the apparent
absorptivity at steady-state, the overall heat transfer coefficient as
well as the resulting temperature difference would be required
(assuming a known irradiation condition, G). While U could be
modeled with significant simplifying assumptions, it is preferential to measure U directly for the given set of conditions. However, it is not possible to measure U when the surface is irradiated,
as this would require the unknown apparent absorptivity. If we
consider transient cooling of the surface without irradiation, U can
be determined experimentally.
Consider a transiently cooled surface at the instant irradiation
from the blackbody is terminated after reaching steady conditions,
resulting in the homogeneous form of Eq. (7). For this condition,
the unknown aa associated with the irradiation term is absent from
the energy balance and U(t) can be found as a function of measured surface temperature and material properties as follows:
U ðtÞ ¼ !

qwC
1 dh
sinð/=2Þ hðtÞ dt

(9)

The temperature data for a transiently cooled surface can be
obtained by performing experiments with alternate heating
Journal of Heat Transfer

(irradiation) and cooling to near ambient conditions. Further, U
obtained for a cooling surface can also be used as the overall heat
transfer coefficient for an irradiated surface if U can be expressed
as a function of the temperature difference, DT. The temperature
difference of the cooling curve was plotted with respect to time,
giving DT(t). This curve was then used to transform U(t) into
U(DT(t)) such that an empirically obtained U can be used in the
calculation of the apparent absorptivity when the surface is irradiated. This allowed the irradiated USS value to be evaluated from
transient cooling temperature data.
Cyclical heating also provides the opportunity to develop additional methods for calculating aa(/) in addition to the steady-state
approach described above. Since obtaining U requires measuring
h(t), we can use these temperature measurements to estimate the
apparent absorptivity based on the time-dependent energy balance, Eq. (7). This equation (combined with known thermal
capacitance, sample thickness, irradiation condition, and timedependent, overall heat transfer coefficient) can be solved for the
apparent absorptivity as a function of cavity angle using the following methods:
(1) Integrating Factor Method: This approach solves the
first-order differential equation using an integrating factor
to obtain apparent absorptivity in terms of the timedependent surface temperature (which can be obtained
experimentally).
(2) Direct Method: This approach solves for the apparent
absorptivity directly from Eq. (7) in terms of the surface
temperature and its time derivative, both of which can be
obtained from time-dependent temperature measurements.
Each approach has approximations associated with them. For
example, the integrating factor method requires an assumption of
the functional form of U(t) and the direct method will require a
derivative of the temperature data curve fit. However, agreement
among the three approaches (including steady-state) would provide
support for the validity of each. The three solution methods above
each require known surface temperatures, which can be obtained
experimentally. Thus, the apparent absorptivity solution becomes
an inverse problem from known temperatures. Solving for the apparent absorptivity under steady conditions provides the avenue to
verify with steady, V-groove analyses in the literature. These
steady-state approaches can then be used to verify that the unsteady
inverse problems converge to the correct value at long times.
Approach 1: Integrating Factor Method. The integrating factor
method was used to solve the first-order, nonhomogeneous differential equation (7). This method required the use of an integrating
factor, as given in the below equation
(ð
)
gð/Þ
U ðtÞdt
l ¼ exp
USS

(10)

To find a closed-form solution of the integral given in Eq. (10),
an expression for U(t) was developed. When a surface that experiences thermal cycling is suddenly irradiated, the surface temperature increases monotonically and asymptotes toward steady-state
conditions. The temperature difference between steady and transient values decreases exponentially with increasing time. As U(t)
is related directly to the temperature difference, the form of U(t)
can be described with a decaying exponential. A model of this
heating process and the associated U(t) are shown in Eq. (11),
where USS is the overall heat transfer coefficient once the surface
has reached a steady, maximum temperature and Uo is an initial
overall heat transfer coefficient offset due to an initial temperature
difference. The s term is a time constant used to adjust the shape
of the exponential curve to experimental data
%
( )&
!t
(11)
þ Uo
U ðtÞ ¼ ðUSS ! Uo Þ 1 ! exp
s
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Using Eq. (11), the integrating factor was determined. The final
form of the integrating factor is given in the below equation
(
% (
)&)
!t
Uo
1!
l ¼ exp gs exp
expðgtÞ ¼ f ð/; tÞexpðgtÞ
USS
s
(12)
where f ð/; tÞ is the first exponential term found in Eq. (12). The
integrating factor was then multiplied by both sides of Eq. (7),
resulting in the following, after simplification:
f ð/; tÞexpðgtÞh ¼

aa gG
USS

ðt

0

f ð/; tÞexpðgtÞdt

(13)

To evaluate the above expression, a value for s was determined by
obtaining U(t) for a heated surface and V-groove angle / ﬃ 11 deg
(L/D ¼ 5) using the approach described above. This fold density
was selected because it was the largest fold density tested and
would therefore provide the largest values for U(t) and s. The
empirically based curve for U(t) was fitted by the form given in
Eq. (11) to find that s ¼ 0:9788 s for / ﬃ 11 deg. This s value
causes the term f ð/; tÞ ¼ exp½gð/ÞUSS s expð!t=sÞ' to have a
maximum value of 1.16 and a minimum value of 1.0. As such,
f ð/; tÞ was assumed constant over time, allowing it to be factored
out of the integral in Eq. (13) and removed from both sides of the
equation, greatly simplifying the form of Eq. (13). As will be seen
in the “Results” section, this approximation causes the final apparent absorptivity value to vary slightly with time, beginning with
an initial offset and converging to the steady-state value. However, a closed-form solution of Eq. (13) was not possible without
this approximation. The assumption of a constant f ð/; tÞ with
time for small cavity angles (/ , 11 deg) must be confirmed
before utilizing the integrating factor method as it may exhibit
greater variation than that observed for the cavity angle range of
this work. Equation (13) was solved for h(t), where h0 is the initial
temperature difference relative to ambient
%
(
)&
aa G
h0 USS
!1
(14)
1 þ expð!gð/ÞtÞ
hðtÞ ¼
aa G
USS
Finally, Eq. (14) was rearranged to calculate the apparent
absorptivity
USS
½h ! expð!gð/ÞtÞh0 '
aa ¼ G
1 ! expð!gð/ÞtÞ

(15)

Approach 2: Direct Method. A direct method of solving for the
apparent absorptivity in terms of experimental data, material properties, and the time derivative of temperature (which can be
obtained from a curve fit of experimental data) was also developed. Rearranging Eq. (7) directly, the resulting expression for
apparent absorptivity is
aa ðtÞ ¼

USS dh U ðtÞ
þ
hðtÞ
Ggð/Þ dt
G

Experimental Setup
To evaluate the derived expressions for apparent absorptivity provided by the thermal models, experimental measurements for the
temperature of cyclically irradiated surfaces were performed over a
range of fold densities (cavity angles). The following sections, Transient Temperature Measurement, Steady-State Temperature Measurement, and Flux Measurement, outline the experimental conditions for
measurement of (1) the steady-state and transient temperature measurements of folded surfaces and (2) the radiative heat flux provided
by the blackbody. An uncertainty analysis was also performed on the
absorptivity models using the uncertainty and least count values
associated with measurements performed in this section.
Transient Temperature Measurement. Change in the apparent radiative properties of a surface was demonstrated through
experimentation with a folded thin-foil heated by a blackbody cavity. A sheet of aluminum shim stock (alloy 1145) of thickness
25.4 lm was folded into an accordion pattern with a pitch of
2.54 cm (see Fig. 1(b)). The folded surface was constrained within a
test fixture that allowed the cavity angle to be varied from 180 deg
(flat) to / ﬃ 11 deg (L/D ﬃ 5), without removing the surface from
the fixture. Testing at various cavity angles was performed on a single surface to indicate the ability to control absorption through topographical changes governed by collapsing and expanding origami
folds. The center of the surface was positioned concentric with the
opening of a blackbody source (Land R1200P), 15.4 cm away from
the aperture. Two K-type thermocouples (30 gauge) were placed in
small indentations on the backside of onefold (see Fig. 3) and
secured by means of thermal epoxy (Duralco 132). Thermocouples
were placed immediately adjacent to the two folds and midway
between the two peaks at the same vertical location. A third thermocouple monitored the room temperature throughout the testing.
The surface was alternately exposed to and then shielded from
the cavity irradiation by opening and closing a shutter. The blackbody emitter, set to 1000 - C, was allowed to reach steady-state
operation before beginning the heating and cooling cycles. A twocolor pyrometer (Omegascope OS3750) was used to confirm the
temperature of the blackbody cavity. At a cavity set point of
1000 - C, the pyrometer indicated a cavity temperature of
100061 - C. An insulated shutter was placed in front of the blackbody aperture and actuated with a piston linear actuator (Fig. 3).
This insulated shutter acted to shield the blackbody radiation during cooling cycles. A LABVIEW program was used to control the
piston linear actuator through use of an NI 9481 SPST digital output module attached to a power supply at 15 V. When activated,
this digital output module controlled a five-port (SMC VF3320),
solenoid-actuated air valve, pressurizing the piston cylinder and

(16)

The integrating factor and direct methods (Eqs. (15) and (16))
are expected to converge to the steady-state absorptivity value
given by Eq. (8). As such, steady-state results will be used for
confirmation of the inverse model approaches and additional validation with the literature.
In addition to the geometric and material properties, the three
apparent absorptivity solution approaches are a function of G,
h(t), and U(t). For a known irradiation condition, empirically
based values for h(t) and U(t) are necessary to calculate apparent
absorptivity with any of the three developed methods. The following section, Experimental Setup, outlines the methods for the
032701-4 / Vol. 138, MARCH 2016

experimentally obtained temperatures and overall heat transfer
coefficient for various conditions.

Fig. 3 Schematic of the test configuration and temperature
measurement for cyclic heating of folded or flat thin-foils using
a blackbody cavity. The heat flux gauge used to determine the
radiation flux from the blackbody was positioned in the plane
where the sample is located in this schematic.
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causing the shutter to open and the surface to be irradiated. When
deactivated, the cylinder was depressurized and the shutter was
moved back into place by the spring-loaded air piston. Thermocouple readings (sampled at 3 Hz) were also recorded using the
LABVIEW software. The shutter was opened for 100 s during the
heating phase and closed for 80 s during the cooling phase. Thermal cycling was performed for approximately 1 hr with thermocouple data being collected continuously. Response time for the
actuation was less than 0.5 s to open and close the shutter or less
than 0.75% of the heating or cooling cycle times.
Steady-State Temperature Measurement. To determine the
steady-state temperature of each fold density, temperature data
from the transient temperature measurement were utilized. The
heating cycle time of 100 s used in the transient temperature procedure was of sufficient length to achieve a temperature change of
<0.5 - C per minute for the largest fold density, / ﬃ 11 deg, which
required the most time to reach steady-state conditions. As such, all
fold densities achieved steady-state conditions before the end of
each heating cycle, allowing the last temperature data point before
the cooling cycle to be designated as the steady-state temperature.
Flux Measurement. A Vatell HFM-7 E/H heat flux gauge was
mounted in a custom housing and attached to a three-axis optical
rail system for positioning. The heat flux gauge was placed
15.4 cm away from the aperture of the blackbody cavity. The
gauge was moved in 5 mm increments (X and Y) in a plane parallel
to the front plane of the blackbody. Data over a circular irradiated
area of AB ¼ 0.002 m2 (radius ¼ 2.5 cm) were averaged to determine the irradiation value for G used in subsequent inverse models for the apparent radiative properties.
Uncertainty. Uncertainty and least count values for measurements and experimental parameters are provided in Table 1. The
last column of Table 1 provides the source of the uncertainty
value. To quantify the cavity angle (/) measurement uncertainty,
the folded sample was assembled at a selected cavity angle. All
V-grooves of the surface were measured with calipers and the
actual angle for each V was calculated. The average angle of all
V-grooves was compared with the nominal cavity angle to find
the error of the cavity angle measurement. An uncertainty analysis
was performed on the three apparent absorptivity calculation
methods using the uncertainty values given in Table 1. The root
sum square of the partial derivative multiplied by the uncertainty
of each parameter was used to calculate the total uncertainty for
absorptivity.

Results
Flat-Surface Absorptivity. Figure 4(a) illustrates the timedependent temperatures for the thermocouples attached to the
backside of a flat surface during cyclic heating and cooling.
Table 1 Uncertainty and least count values for each measurement or parameter used in absorptivity calculations. The
source of each uncertainty value is listed in the column titled
“Reference.” The designation instrument least count indicates
that the uncertainty value was given in the documentation provided with the instrument.
Parameter
G
C
q
h
w
t
/

Uncertainty
31.5
4.5
6.8
0.5
1.27
10
4
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Units
!2

Wm
J kg!1 K!1
kg m!3
K
lm
ls
deg

Reference
Instrument least count
[33]
Resolution least count
Instrument least count
Resolution least count
Resolution least count
See “Uncertainty” section

Fig. 4 (a) Cyclic heating and cooling of a flat and a folded Al
thin-foil with / ﬃ 14 deg (L/D ﬃ 4); note the quasi-steady operation at >1000 s. (b) An exponential curve fit to data from the last
eight cycles during quasi-steady operation with blackbody
cavity at 1000 - C.

During experimentation, the heating/cooling cycles were repeated
until quasi-steady behavior was observed, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
After 1000 s (designated by the solid, black vertical line), note the
consistency of the maximum temperature after heating and the
minimum temperature after cooling for fixed periods of time. The
two thermocouples attached to the backside of the folded test section differed by a maximum of 0.3 - C with an average temperature
difference of 0.10 - C along the face of the folds. This small temperature difference supports the assumption of temperature uniformity over the control volume. The repeated nature of the cyclic
heating and cooling provided numerous measurements to establish
repeatability.
Figure 4(b) illustrates a curve fit to the average of eight separate
heating and cooling cycles after reaching quasi-steady operation
for the same flat-surface data presented in Fig. 4(a). All curve fits
for all fold densities yielded R2 values (indicating goodness-of-fit)
of greater than 0.95 and were calculated using the MATLAB exponential curve fit routines. An average cooling curve over multiple
cycles was used to evaluate the overall heat transfer coefficient,
U(t), according to Eq. (9). The results for U(t) as a function of
time during cooling are given in Fig. 5 for a flat case and a representative folded case. This data were transformed to give
U(DT(t)), allowing the empirically obtained U values to be
applied to the heating portion of the cycles.
Before apparent absorptivity values can be calculated, a value
for irradiation (G) from the blackbody radiator at 1000 - C is necessary. Heat flux measurements are illustrated in Fig. 6 along a
MARCH 2016, Vol. 138 / 032701-5

Fig. 5 Computed overall heat transfer coefficient value (U) for
heating and cooling portions during cyclic heating for a flat surface and a folded surface with / ﬃ 14 deg (L/D ﬃ 4)

Fig. 7 Results for the three inverse solution methods for a flat,
Al surface with measured surface absorptivity of a 5 0.028.
Error bounds for the steady-state method are 60.0172.

aluminum shim stock material used to create the surfaces for the
testing described above was analyzed with an ET-100 Emissometer at room temperature. The sample was placed on a horizontal
surface and the emissometer was placed directly in contact with
the sample. An integrating sphere in the emissometer collected all
reflected radiation from the surface of the test sample when irradiated at a near-normal angle. The reflectance measurements were
recorded over six discrete wavelength bands in the infrared
region. Using the blackbody fraction, the total intrinsic absorptivity for the surface was calculated using Eq. (17) for blackbody
irradiation at 1273 K.
a¼

Fig. 6 Horizontal and vertical flux distributions measured over
a 25 mm radius centered about the blackbody cavity axis. The
average value over this region (950 W m22) is also indicated.

vertical and horizontal line with the intersection of these lines corresponding to the axis of the blackbody cavity. Measurements were
taken at 5 mm increments in the horizontal and vertical axes over the
25 mm radius circular area around the blackbody axis and averaged
with equal weighting to obtain a flux value of 950 W/m2 at a distance
of 15.4 cm from the blackbody cavity aperture, as shown in Fig. 6.
For all apparent absorptivity calculations, 950 W/m2 was used. It
should be noted that results obtained here for apparent absorptivity
using the inverse model are specific to the flux value (950 W/m2)
used in experimentation because the spectral variation of apparent
absorptivity was not incorporated into the inverse model.
After transient temperature data, U(DT(t)) and a value for G
were obtained, Eqs. (8), (15), and (16) were used to calculate the
apparent absorptivity of a flat surface. Results for a flat sample are
given in Fig. 7. As can be seen, the direct method (Eq. (16)) and
the integrating factor method (Eq. (15)) converge to the exact
steady-state value, 0.028. The integrating factor solution begins at
a larger value than the steady-state approximation and exponentially decays to the steady-state value. This time-dependent behavior is due to the approximations utilized in obtaining the
integrating factor solution. Regardless, we observe very good
agreement among the three different approaches.
Flat-Surface Absorptivity Validation. In an effort to validate
the flat-surface inverse model for absorptivity, a flat sample of the
032701-6 / Vol. 138, MARCH 2016

6
X
i¼1

Fi ð1 ! qr;i Þ

(17)

Here, Fi is the blackbody fraction associated with each wavelength
band over which the reflectivity was measured with the emissometer.
Table 2 displays the spectral hemispherical reflectance results
of a flat, aluminum surface tested with the ET 100 Emissometer.
The total, hemispherical absorptivity, using Eq. (17), was calculated as 0.028 6 0.001 (an average of three measurement tests).
The steady-state model approach calculated the apparent absorptivity of a flat surface (in this case, the intrinsic absorptivity) to be
0.028 6 0.011. These two values are in near exact agreement,
within the error associated with both measurements. This agreement confirms the steady-state model approach through an independent measurement. Further, it gives confidence in the inverse
models; the direct and integrating factor methods both yielded a
value of 0.028, respectively, for long times, giving similar values
to that found by the emissometer.

Folded Surface Absorptivity. Figure 8 compares heating and
cooling curves for several folded, thin-foil cases. Each curve is an
average of 7 or more cycles after reaching quasi-steady behavior.
Table 2 Three separate spectral reflectivity measurements
over six discrete spectral bands for a flat Al surface using an
ET-100 Emissometer. Results obtained for the total intrinsic
absorptivity values (using Eq. (17)) for each data set are also
included in the last column.
Spectral range (lm)
Test # 1.5–2.0 2.0–3.5 3.0–4.0 4.0–5.0 5.0–10.5 10.5–21.0
a
1
0.965
0.969 0.966
0.977
0.982
1.005
0.0289
2
0.967
0.972 0.971
0.973
0.983
1.01
0.0266
3
0.965
0.969 0.973
0.977
0.98
0.986
0.0286
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Fig. 8 Heating and cooling curves averaged over eight cycles
for surfaces that range in cavity angle from a flat surface to a
surface with / ﬃ 11 deg (L/D ﬃ 5), indicating the increase in surface temperature for the same heating condition resulting from
an increased apparent absorptivity with reducing cavity angle.
Temperature data were collected at a rate of 3 Hz.

of 3.30 - C. The increase becomes more pronounced for the
smaller cavity angles (/2 ¼ 28 deg, /3 ¼ 19 deg, /4 ¼ 14 deg, and
/5 ¼ 11 deg), despite the increased amount of material in the
heated control volume. The extent of the cavity effect on the surface temperature is clearly evident.
The three approaches used to calculate the apparent absorptivity
of a flat surface were used to also find the apparent absorptivity of
folded surfaces. Figure 4(a) shows the sample temperature data
obtained for a folded surface with /4 ¼ 14 deg and the UðDTðtÞÞ
curve as calculated from this temperature data is given in Fig. 5.
Using this information, the steady-state method, direct method,
and integrating factor method approaches yielded apparent
absorptivity results as presented in Fig. 9. The results show an
increase in apparent absorptivity from 0.028 for the flat surface to
0.21 for the folded surface with /4 ¼ 14 deg. This represents an
increase by almost one order of magnitude with smaller cavity
angles resulting in even greater increases for apparent absorptivity. The steady-state results and the direct method results correlate
well; the integrating factor method begins with an initial offset
and converges to the steady-state value. This discrepancy is due to
neglecting the time dependence of f(u,t) and approximating as
unity. Results from all the three methods (Eqs. (8), (15), and (16))
for all tested fold densities at the last time step are given in
Table 3. As fold density increases, the apparent absorptivity of the
surface likewise increases. The direct method, steady-state
method, and integrating factor method produce similar results for
all fold densities.
Folded Surface Absorptivity Validation. The V-groove analysis developed by Sparrow et al. was used to validate the results
of the inverse model approaches for folded surfaces [20,34].
Assuming a spectral reflector, the apparent absorptivity can be
calculated as a function of cavity angle and the intrinsic surface
absorptivity, assuming the irradiation is perpendicular to the surface (see Eq. (18)). Equation (19) defines the percentage of a
V-groove cavity wall illuminated by the nth reflection from the
opposite wall and Eq. (20) provides the number of reflections
experienced by a ray inside the V-groove, rounded to the nearest
lower integer.
aa ¼ 1 ! ð1 ! aX0 Þð1 ! aÞn!1

Fig. 9 Results for the three inverse solution methods for a
folded, Al surface with intrinsic absorptivity of a 5 0.028 and /
ﬃ 14 deg (L/D ﬃ 4); note the increase in apparent absorptivity as
compared with the flat-surface results in Fig. 7. Error bounds
for the steady-state method are 60.0521.

Five different fold conditions are shown: / ﬃ 60 deg, 28 deg,
19 deg, 14 deg, and 11 deg (L/D ﬃ 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) in addition to
an unfolded (flat) baseline case. For the flat-surface baseline, the
amount of absorbed radiation increased the surface temperature
by 2.25 - C relative to the minimum temperature of the cooling
curve. Surfaces with /1 ﬃ 60 deg (L/D ﬃ 1) showed an increase

(18)

%(
) &
1
sin n ! /
( 2)
X0 ¼
/
sin
2
(
)
180
1
þ
n¼
/
2

(19)

(20)

Equation (18) is a closed-form solution against which the inverse
modeling can be benchmarked.
The apparent absorptivity as a function of cavity angle for a
surface absorptivity of 0.028 using Sparrow’s analysis is shown in

Table 3 Results from Eqs. (8), (15), and (16) for all tested fold densities. The results obtained from the last time step for the integrating factor method and the direct method are reported. The apparent absorptivity of the surface increases with decreasing cavity angle, validating the cavity effect. Absorptivity values using Sparrow’s analysis [20] are also provided.
L/D ratio
0 (flat)
1
2
3
4
5

U (V-groove angle) (deg)

Equation (8) steady-state

Equation (15) integrating factor

Equation (16) direct

Sparrow model

180
53
28
19
14
11

0.028
0.065
0.142
0.185
0.218
0.297

0.028
0.066
0.145
0.189
0.225
0.310

0.028
0.065
0.143
0.186
0.219
0.305

0.028
0.082
0.165
0.247
0.322
0.365
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neighbors due to the thinness of the material. This variation
results in varying cavity angle as mentioned above, as well as
some variance in the amount of mass appearing in the mass compensation factor. Nevertheless, the average error between the
approaches is 18% with differences primarily within measurement
error.

Conclusions
Thermal modeling and experimentation have shown that the
apparent absorptivity of an origami-inspired, V-grooved, surface
may be controlled by varying the cavity angle. Surface temperatures exhibit higher maximum temperatures for the same incident
heat flux and heating time when the fold density is high, corresponding to a higher apparent absorptivity due to the cavity effect.
The inverse models developed here accurately predict the apparent absorptivity as a function of the cavity angle, intrinsic surface
properties, and irradiation. The methods used to measure apparent
absorptivities were verified by comparison with flat-surface emissometer measurements and classical V-groove analytical models.
Future work includes investigating alternative surface materials,
more elaborate origami folding patterns, and the development of
methods to examine diffuse, nonconductive materials. Total surface emission and the tradeoff associated with a fixed amount of
material are also being explored.
Fig. 10 Apparent absorptivity as a function of cavity angle for
Sparrow’s analytical V-groove model (Eq. (18), [20]) and the
inverse steady-state model (Eq. (8)) of this work for a folded Al
thin-foil with intrinsic absorptivity of a 5 0.028. Sparrow’s model
for intrinsic absorptivities of a 5 0.3 and 0.6 is also presented to
show the more gradual increase toward unity of these higher
intrinsic absorptivity surfaces.

Fig. 10. The steplike nature of this curve is a result of rounding
the number of reflections (Eq. (20)) to a whole number (as a noninteger number of reflections are not possible) and from calculating
the portion of the wall that is illuminated (Eq. (19)). As can be seen,
the apparent absorptivity of the surface approaches unity as the opening angle of the V-grooves approaches zero. Note that for a small
intrinsic absorptivity (highly reflecting, opaque surface), the drastic
increase in apparent absorptivity is concentrated in the low cavity
angle range whereas for higher intrinsic absorptivity, this transition
to a highly absorbing surface occurs at higher cavity angles.
The steady-state method results (using Eq. (8)) are compared to
the analytical solution developed by Sparrow et al. (Eq. (18)) for a
cavity angle of / ﬃ 180 deg, 60 deg, 28 deg, 19 deg, 14 deg, and
11 deg, as shown in Fig. 10. The two models exhibit the same
trend of increasing apparent absorptivity with smaller cavity
angle. The disagreement between Sparrow’s V-groove model and
the present inverse model increases as the cavity angle decreases,
with the inverse model predicting smaller apparent absorptivity
values than Sparrow’s model. Table 3 provides the result from all
three approaches for each tested cavity angle and Sparrow’s value
for each tested cavity angle. Steady-state results for varying fold
density are primarily within measurement error and have an average error of approximately 18%.
Discrepancy between the inverse model results and Sparrow’s
results can be attributed to several conditions. First, the cavity
angle of a test surface is difficult to position accurately in the
small angle range. This results in increasing uncertainty (shown in
Fig. 10) as the angle approaches zero due to the significant change
in apparent absorptivity observed for small angles. Second, during
heating of the folded surfaces, the temperature of the metal foil
asymptotically approaches the final steady-state temperature; the
values used at the end of the 100-s heating cycle may not have
fully reached steady conditions, leading to a higher apparent
absorptivity if left for longer heating times. Finally, while the fold
density can be fairly accurately controlled, each fold in the array
exhibited some difference in cavity angle with respect to its
032701-8 / Vol. 138, MARCH 2016
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Nomenclature
A¼
C¼
CV ¼
D¼
f(/,t) ¼
G¼
h¼
hr ¼
k¼
L¼
q¼
S¼
t¼
T¼
U¼
w¼
a¼
aa ¼
e¼
g¼
l¼
q¼
qr ¼
r¼
s¼
/¼
h¼

area (m2)
specific heat (J kg!1 K!1)
control volume
width of cavity opening (m)
simplifying term used in the integrating factor
irradiation (W m!2)
convection heat transfer coefficient (W m!2 K!1)
linearized radiation heat transfer coefficient
(W m!2 K!1)
thermal conductivity (W m!1 K!1)
length of cavity (m)
heat rate (W)
conduction shape factor (m)
time (s)
temperature ( - C or K)
overall heat transfer coefficient (W m!2 K!1)
thickness of the thin-foil (m)
absorptivity
apparent absorptivity
emissivity
combined parameter (USSsin(//2))/(qCw) (s!1)
integrating factor
density
reflectivity
Stephan Boltzmann constant (W m!2 K!4)
combined heat transfer coefficient time constant (s)
V-groove cavity angle
temperature difference ( - C or K)

Subscripts
cond ¼
conv ¼
rad ¼
SS ¼

conduction
convection
radiation
steady-state
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